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My main motivation to go on exchange was to enhance my academic
experience. I feel like UEA did just that for me, as it is a well-known university for its
great Development program. I was able to take courses that are not offered in NMBU,
and therefore build upon the foundation gained at my home university. I took one
course focusing on the global health issues, and another course about the role of
media in development. Both of these courses expanded my knowledge in my study
field and gave me relevant academic tools I will be able to use in the future. As an
exchange student, I also had freedom to take a course outside of my study area, and I
decided to take Beginners’ Spanish, as I’ve always wanted to learn one more
language. Of course I am not able to speak fluent Spanish just yet, but I feel as though
the course gave me a strong foundation for future learning. All the classes were
thought through engaging lectures, interactive seminars, discussions in small study
groups and relevant documentary screenings.

The UEA campus has everything you could possibly need (medical center,
coffee shops, grocery store, bars, etc.) it is like a little town in itself. The campus was

a little deserted upon my early arrival, however, soon after it was packed with
returning and new students, and became a vibrant student environment. There are tons
of social activities and societies you could join, as well as study areas and coffee
shops for relaxing time. The study pace was quite quick, as the semester is shorter,
therefore spent a lot of time in the huge UEA library preparing for my exams and
writing essays.
I found that the city of Norwich had so much to offer, from the city center full
of small and cozy coffee shops, small stores, second-hand shops and of course clubs,
bars and real English pubs, to the beautiful parks a little further away. Norwich is a
very student friendly town, with a vibrant nightlife and a lot of young people roaming
the streets. As a vegetarian I was pleasantly surprised by the selection of vegetarian
places to eat out and the abundance of healthy food options that are student-price
friendly. It is also only three hours away from London, so I was able to enjoy the
perks of a big city from time to time as well.

I am really happy and grateful to have been able to participate in Erasmus
exchange program. I would definitely urge other students, especially interested in

development field, to take a semester at UEA, as it will absolutely enrich your study
experience.

